Technological Culture, with the national
first-prize winners of the Newspaper contest as participants. The event included
presentations of the winning contributions
as well as encounters with astrophysicists, ESA astronauts and others.
The presentations by the students took
place at the Calouste Gulbenkian Planetarium. These presentations also formed
the basis for awarding a “Super Prize” (a
visit to the Kourou Space Centre and the
VLT Observatory at Paranal) to the best
team. This award went to a team from
Blackrock College in Dublin, Ireland.
Finally, on Sunday 30 August, as part
of the Sea & Space programme, a public
presentation and discussion took place
at the Sony Plaza of EXPO ‘98 with participation by scientists from ESA, ESO,
the Max Planck Institute for Radioastronomy, a high-ranking representative from
the European Commission and the Portuguese government, represented by the
Minister for Science and Technology,
Prof. J. M. Gago.

3. Outlook
Sea & Space was the first major web
event that included Earth observations,
and the contacts between ESO’s sister
organisation, ESA, and EAAE constitute
an important step in introducing Europe’s
space programme and knowledge about
remote sensing techniques to the
schools. At the same time, Sea & Space
was conceived with the purpose of conveying a clear message about our own
position in space, i.e. an important aspect of modern scientific culture.
For the schools, the Sea and Space
contests – in addition to being very useful for the development of interdisciplinary
awareness – were also considered as
vehicle for promoting the standing of the
individual learning centres. It is apparent

Prof. J.M. Gago, the Portuguese Minister for Science and Technology, in a lively discussion with
the young Sea & Space participants at the Sony Plaza of EXPO ’98.

that this consideration is gaining increasing importance, as an element of competition finds its way into the European
school system.
For ESO, the Sea & Space programme marked a natural continuation
of the many-sided educational activities
that – with the support by the European
Commission – began at this organisation
in 1993. They soon included a crucial
1994 conference that led to the establishment of EAAE, the European Association for Astronomy Education. Since
then, many teachers engaged in astronomy education at various levels all over
Europe have joined EAAE.
In addition to learning about new
teaching ideas, methods and materials,
they have also become much more aware
of current astronomical activities, including many of those at ESO. New images
and discoveries and frequent information

about a wide spectrum of astronomical
news, also from other sources, are rapidly disseminated among EAAE members
who welcome this new service and regard them as useful educational tools.
The ESO-backed educational activities during the recent years are clearly
seen as positive initiatives, not only by
the participating schools, but also by the
media and the national education authorities.
One of the important tasks of the ESO
EPR Department in the near future will
be to bring ESO’s VLT and the results
that will come from this wonderful facility
closer to educators and students. This
may happen in different ways and requires input from professional astronomers and teachers as well as multi-media experts. A close collaboration between EAAE and ESO is now being set
up to start this programme.

AN N O U N C E M E NTS
List of New ESO Publications
Scientific Preprints
(June–August 1998)
1274. F. Comerón and P. Claes: Compact HII Regions in the Large
Magellanic Cloud Observed by ISO. A&A.
1275. A.R. Tieftrunk, S.T. Megeath, T.L. Wilson and J.T. Rayner: A Survey for Dense Cores and Young Stellar Clusters in the W3 Giant
Molecular Cloud. A&A.
1276. L. Pasquini and T. Belloni: Optical Identification of ROSAT Sources in M67: Activity in an Old Cluster. A&A.
1277. S. Savaglio: The Metal Absorption Systems of the Hubble Deep
Field South QSO.
1278. G.F. Lewis and R.A. Ibata: Quasar Image Shifts Due to Gravitational Microlensing. Astrophysical Journal.
1279. R.A. Ibata and G.F. Lewis: Galactic Indigestion: Numerical Simulations of the Milky Way’s Closest Neighbour. Astrophysical
Journal.
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1280. M.J. Irwin, R.A. Ibata, G.F. Lewis and E.J. Totten: APM
08279+5255: An Ultraluminous BAL Quasar at a Redshift z =
3.87. Astrophysical Journal.
1281. R.A. Ibata and A.O. Razoumov: Archer of the Galactic Disk?
The Effect on the Outer HI Disk of the Milky Way of Collisional
Encounters with the Sagittarius Dwarf Galaxy. A&A.
1282. R.A. Ibata, H.B. Richer, G.G. Fahlman, M. Bolte, H.E. Bond,
J.E. Hesser, C. Pryor and P.E. Stetson: HST Photometry of the
Globular Cluster M4. Astrophysical Journal Suppl.
1283. P.J. Grosbøl and P.A. Patsis: Stellar Disks of Optically Floculent
and Grand Design Spirals. Decoupling of Stellar and Gaseous
Disks.A&A.
1284. J. Sollerman, B. Leibundgut and J. Spyromilio: SN 1996N – A
Type Ib Supernova at Late Phases. A&A.
1285. M. Della Valle, M. Kissler-Patig, J. Danziger and J. Storm: Globular Cluster Calibration of the Peak Brightness of the Type Ia
Supernova 1992A and the Value of H0. M.N.R.A.S.
1286. E.M. Corsini, A. Pizzella, J.G. Funes, S.J., J.C. Vega Beltrán
and F. Bertola: The Circumstellar Ring of Ionized Gas in NGC
3593. A&A.
1287. F. Comerón and L. Kaper: Numerical Simulations of Wind Bow
Shocks Produced by Runaway OB Stars. A&A.

Jean-Marie Mariotti (1955–1998)
Jean-Marie Mariotti, head of the VLTI programme at ESO since
the fall of 1997, passed away at the age of 43 on July 28 in Munich,
taken by a sudden and acute leukaemia. Together with his wife,
Françoise, and their children, Appolline and Octave (6 and 3 years
old), a brief ceremony was held on July 31 at the Ost-Friedhof in
Munich, attended by his family and a number of his ESO friends and
colleagues.
Jean-Marie was born in 1955 near Paris, from a family having
Corsican and Italian origins. He first graduated in 1978 as an optical
engineer from the Ecole Supérieure d’Optique at Orsay, the famous
school that has given to optics and astronomy so many renowned
characters. He then chose to move to astronomy and undertook
graduate studies at the Université Paris VII. Thereafter he elected to
sail on the risky and uncertain waters of high angular resolution at
optical wavelengths, at a time when scepticism was dominant among
many more classical astronomers. From his double training, JeanMarie was to retain forever a constant preoccupation for clever experimental solutions and immediate applications to sound astrophysical problems.
Under the supervision of François Sibille, he defended a Doctorat de 3e cycle in 1981, on speckle interferometry in the infrared with
observations collected at Zelentchuk and Kitt Peak, then after a short
stay in Milan with P. di Benedetto, he joined the Observatoire de
Lyon, which was at that time headed by Guy Monnet. With Christian
Perrier just returning there from ESO, they built a long lasting collaboration and friendship which soon included Steve Ridgway. The Thèse
d’Etat of Jean-Marie, presented in 1987 at the Université ClaudeBernard, sets out many results supporting the interferometry programmes of today, some of them obtained with the Plateau de Calern
interferometer, the pioneering one at that time. He returned to the
Observatoire de Paris in 1988 as an astronomer and his expertise,
together with a firm but gentle temper, was soon internationally recognised: he chaired the ESO Interferometry Panel from 1990 to 1992,
a key period for the detailed conception of the VLTI and its instrumentation; he became a member of the ESA Infrared Interferometry
Cornerstone Advisory Group and of the NASA Planet Finder Science Advisory Group, two places where he played a key role in the
emergence of the DARWIN mission. At the Observatoire de Paris,
Jean-Marie supervised a number of students, among them Vincent
Coudé du Foresto, Zhao Peiqian, Guy Perrin, Frederic Cassaing
(ONERA), then, more recently, Bertrand Menesson, Cyril Ruilier and
Pierre Kervella who will greatly miss him in the completion of their
PhDs.
His exquisite understanding of coherent optics led to several basic interferometry articles: in 1984, with di Benedetto, he published a
thorough analysis of pathlength stability in interferometers, from data
obtained at the Plateau de Calern interferometer; in 1988, with Ridgway, he invented the Double Fourier spectral-spatial analysis which
elegantly extends to a spatial interferometer the classical Fourier
spectroscopy. Both of these, along with Fizeau’s, Labeyrie’s and
Shao’s papers, are included in the elite collection of Selected Pa-

pers on Long Baseline Stellar Interferometry, published by Lawson
in 1997.
In fact, a third article in this selection, although not signed by the
ever modest Mariotti, was in 1991 a capital contribution which he
inspired and made effective: it develops the concept of spatial filtering, with optical fibres, of the optical beams affected by atmospheric
turbulence. Applied by Coudé du Foresto and Perrin since 1992,
this leads to a gain of an order of magnitude in accuracy of interferometric visibilities, reaching nowadays 10–3 or better. The impact on
stellar physics has been immediate, leading to unprecedented accuracy on effective temperature of stars. All interferometers planned
today, including VLTI and Keck, will use this concept. Elaborating on
the expected or demonstrated performances of optical fibres, he
proposed in 1996 a futuristic view where the large telescopes present
on the Mauna Kea site could be coherently coupled with the same
convenience as radio astronomers carry coherent signals on kilometric distances.
His contribution to astronomy began in 1983 with careful speckle
observations of circumstellar envelopes, including objects such as
GL2591 IRC+10216 or MWC 349. The mastery he and Perrier had
attained in speckle interferometry and understanding of the capricious atmospheric turbulence led them to publish in 1987 a paper
which had to question the reality of the “first” brown dwarf, VB8 B,
proposed to be a companion to the star VB8. Indeed this rather
negative task was unpleasant, but later independent observations
supported the conclusion. It was the beginning of Jean-Marie’s interest for low-mass objects, such as brown dwarfs. This would lead
him, in collaboration with the late Duquennoy in Geneva, to systematic surveys in both hemispheres, utilising adaptive optics and still
waiting for completion.
The issue of exo-planets and possible life was associated in JeanMarie’s mind, as it is among many astronomers, with fundamental
questions on the place of Earth and man in the Universe. This philosophical rooting, where he felt some ethical obligation for his profession, certainly played a role in his ever deeper involvement in the
subject: he was at the origin of the Darwin interferometer proposal
to ESA, he refocused the VLTI on the detection of exo-planets and,
finally, he discovered jointly with Mayor, Perrier and others, a joviantype planet at 2.5 a.u. from the star 14 Her, only a few weeks before
his passing away.
Jean-Marie was highly conscious of the need to train a new breed
of astronomers, especially in Europe, in these revolutionary perspectives of optical interferometry and the search for exo-planets:
together with Danielle Alloin, he organised three schools in Cargèse
(1988, 1993, 1998) and published books which are references for a
whole generation.
We will all cherish his memory and deeply miss this friend, this
colleague who had mysteriously retained in the sometimes muddy
waters of scientific competition the candour of an intelligent child
and the humorous smile of a quiet philosopher.
Pierre Léna

1288. E. Tolstoy: Star Formation Histories of Nearby Galaxies and the
Connection to High Redshift. Invited review to be published in
the proceedings of the XVIIIth Moriond Astrophysics Meeting
“Dwarf Galaxies and Cosmology”, Les Arcs, March 1998, eds.
T.X. Thuan, C. Balkowski, V. Cayatte, J. Tran Thanh Van.
1289. F. Bresolin, R.C. Kennicutt, Jr., and D.R. Garnett: The Ionizing
Stars of Extragalactic HII Regions. Astrophysical Journal.
1290. D. Baade: Nonradial Pulsations of BA Supergiants and Be Stars.
Invited talk given at IAU Coll. 169 “Variable and Nonspherical
Stellar Winds”, Heidelberg, June 15–19, 1998, eds. B. Wolf, A.W.
Fullerton and O. Stahl.
1291. M.F. Sterzik and R.H. Durison: The Dynamical Decay of Young
Few-Body Stellar Systems. I. The Effect of a Mass Spectrum for
N = 3, 4, and 5. A&A.
1292. K. Iwamoto et al.: A ‘Hypernova’ Model for SN 1998bw Associated with Gamma-Ray Burst of 25 April 1998. Nature.

PERSONNEL MOVEMENTS

Scientific Report
Scientific Report No. 18 – June 1998: “A Catalogue of Quasars and
Active Nuclei (8th Edition).” Edited by M.-P Véron-Cetty and P.
Véron.

International Staff (1 July – 30 September 1998)
ARRIVALS
EUROPE
HILL, Vanessa (F), Fellow
DUNCAN, Douglas (USA), Associate, Office for Science
VAN BEMMEL, Ilse (NL), Student
AMICO, Paola (I), Astronomical Data Quality Control Scientist
HANUSCHIK, Reinhard (D), Astronomical Data Quality Control
Scientist
CRISTIANI, Stefano (I), Associate, Office for Science
FARINATO, Jacopo (I), Associate, Support Engineer to the
Adaptive Optics Group
RAUCH, Michael (D), User Support Astronomer
CURRIE, Douglas (USA), Associate, Support Engineer to the
Adaptive Optics Group
FYNBO, Johan (DK), Student
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